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A B S T R A C T   

The position effect of laser beam waist with respect to quartz tuning fork (QTF) on the signal of quartz enhanced 
photoacoustic spectroscopy (QEPAS) was investigated. A laser beam was collimated by a fiber-coupled Grin 
collimator (FGC) which was assembled to a QEPAS system. The experimental results showed that the maximum 
signal amplitude occurs at different distances from the FGCs to the QTF. The relationship between the position of 
the beam waist and the signal amplitude was analyzed. The influence of the beam waist position in the in-plane 
QEPAS and the on-beam QEPAS is discussed in detail.   

1. Introduction 

Quartz-enhanced photoacoustic spectroscopy (QEPAS) was first re-
ported in 2002 [1]. As a promising trace gas detection technique, QEPAS 
gas sensors have been widely used in atmospheric monitoring, industrial 
pollution and medical diagnosis due to their high sensitivity, compact-
ness and low cost [2,3]. In QEPAS, a quartz tuning fork (QTF) is used to 
detect acoustic waves instead of a microphone in the conventional 
photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) [4–8]. Compared to microphones, 
QTFs have a higher resonant frequency, higher Q-factor, smaller size 
and lower price. Hence, QEPAS sensors have the advantages of ultra- 
high sensitivity, high external noise immunity, small dimension, and 
low cost. 

The QEPAS signal amplitude S can be expressed as. 

S∝
αPQ

f0
(1)  

where α is the absorption coefficient, P is the optical power, Q is the Q- 
factor of the QTF, and f0 is the QTF resonance frequency [9]. According 
to the above expression, a QEPAS sensor can be optimized in four ways 

to improve the signal amplitude and detection performance: 1) Use a 
high-power excitation light source to increase the excitation intensity; 2) 
Apply a laser source whose wavelength covers the strong molecular 
absorption band to increase the absorption intensity; 3) Use a quartz 
tuning fork of low resonance frequency to increase the energy accu-
mulation time; 4) Increase the interaction length of light and gas. 

In QEPAS, a laser beam passes through the gap between the two 
prongs of a QTF to produce acoustical signal. At present, the most 
common method is the perpendicular-plane quartz enhanced photo-
acoustic spectroscopy (PP-QEPAS), where the laser beam is perpendic-
ular to the QTF plane [10–12]. In the absence of resonators, the 
excitation distance of the acoustic wave is determined by the thickness T 
of the QTF prongs (in microns scale), hence the intensity of the piezo-
electric signal generated by the QTF is weak. In order to increase the 
interaction area between the generated acoustic wave and the QTF, Ma 
Y et al. changed the direction of incidence laser and proposed an optical 
gas sensing technique based on in-plane quartz enhanced photoacoustic 
spectroscopy (IP-QEPAS) [13]. They applied a laser from the top of the 
QTF to produce an acoustic wave which was considered as a line source, 
and the excitation distance of the acoustic wave was determined by the 
length L of QTF prongs (in millimeter scale). There is currently little 
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literature on IP-QEPAS [14]. 
In addition, gradient index (Grin) lens is a common micro-optical 

element which is designed to focus Gaussian beam or serve as a colli-
mator. The Grin lens possesses the advantages of small volume, flat end 
face and self-focusing property as well as facilitates in coupling with 
other components. Replacing the block optical collimator and focusing 
lens with a fiber-coupled Grin collimator (FGC) can significantly reduce 
the size of the QEPAS system, providing a solution for all-fiber QEPAS 
spectrophone [15–18]. 

Previous studies emphasized the position effect of acoustic micro 
resonator (AmR) with respect to a QTF on the QEPAS signal, and ob-
tained the optimal assembly position of an AmR [19]. However, they did 
not consider the position effect of the laser beam waist on the QEPAS 
signal. 

In this paper, the position effect of the laser beam waist with respect 
to a QTF on the signal amplitude of a QEPAS spectrophone was inves-
tigated by detecting water vapor in ambient air, at normal atmospheric 
pressure and room temperature. The optimal assembly position of the 
FGC has finally been determined. This study is significant for the design 
and assembly of the QEPAS spectrophones. 

2. Experiments 

2.1. Beam waist position of incident laser 

The radius and position of the beam waist of an incident laser were 
measured by means of the knife-edge method. A 1.392 μm CW-DFB, 
fiber-coupled diode laser (NEL, NLK1E5GAAA) was employed as the 
light source. And the highly collimated laser beam was produced by 
FGCs. The measurement accuracy is set to one thousandth of a milli-
meter. As shown in Fig. 1, the radius and position of the beam waist from 
FGC#1 (OZ Optics, LPF-05–1550-9) were measured to be 0.052 mm and 
10.34 mm, respectively. Similarly, those from FGC#2 (OZ Optics, LPF- 
05–2000-7) were 0.029 mm and 9.53 mm, respectively. The radius of 
the beam waist from FGC#2 was smaller, but the divergence angle is 
larger. Therefore, when the interval distance Z was beyond the range of 
4.36–14.7 mm, the beam will be partially blocked due to the fact that the 
beam diameter exceeded the gap (0.3 mm) of the QTF prongs, which 
reduced the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 

2.2. 3D printed acoustic detection module 

Compared to the conventional mechanical structure, a 3D printed 
QEPAS spectrophone is characterized by simple structure and small size. 
Thus, the combination of the FGC and the 3D printing technology fa-
cilitates the installation and operation of QEPAS spectrophones [20,21]. 

Two 3D printed acoustic detection modules are shown in Fig. 2. Resin 
(DSM, IMAGE-8000) was used as the material in the 3D print fabrication 
process, and the QTF and AmRs (inner diameter 0.6 mm, length 4.4 mm) 
were bonded to the 3D printed part using AB structural glue. In the on- 
beam QEPAS, the AmRs were placed 0.7 mm down from the top of the 
QTF (f0 = 30.460 kHz) prongs, the distance between the AmRs and the 
QTF plane was about 40 μm [22,23]. In the in-plane QEPAS, the laser 
beam from the top of the QTF (f0 = 30.448 kHz) was directed into the 
center of the prongs. 

2.3. Experimental setup 

The experimental environment was monitored with a hygro-
thermograph. The humidity and temperature fluctuated within 1.5% 
and 2 ◦C, respectively during the experiment. Wavelength modulated 
spectroscopy (WMS) and second harmonic (2f) detection technique were 
used for the sensitive detection of H2O at 1.392 μm. As shown in Fig. 3, a 
mixed signal consisted of a 100 mHz triangle wave and a sine wave 
whose frequency is half of the resonance frequency of QTF was applied 
to the laser driver (Stanford Research Systems, LDC501) to modulate the 
laser wavelength. The laser beam which was collimated by the FGC 
passed through the gap between the two prongs of the QTF. The light- 
induced sound wave made the two prongs of the QTF vibrate in oppo-
site directions. A 10 MΩ transimpedance amplifier was used to amplify 
the weak electrical signal generated by the QTF vibration, which was 
demodulated to a second harmonic signal by a lock-in amplifier (Stan-
ford Research Systems, SR830). A data acquisition card (USB7020) was 
used to collect the signal. 

Fig. 1. Fitted curves of the beam radius measurements, (a) The beam waist radius and position of FGC#1 are 0.052 mm and 10.34 mm, respectively. (b) The beam 
waist radius and position of FGC#2 are 0.029 mm and 9.53 mm, respectively. 

Fig. 2. 3D printed acoustic detection modules for in the in-plane QEPAS and 
the on-beam QEPAS. 
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3. Results and discussion 

FGC#2 with a central wavelength of 2000 nm has a lower 

transmissivity at 1395 nm than FGC#1 with a central wavelength of 
1550 nm. Hence, it resulted in a smaller second harmonic signal. To 
demonstrate visually the position effect between the FGC and QTF on 

Fig. 3. Schematic configuration of a QEPAS-based sensor platform. TA: transimpedance amplifier. DAC: data acquisition card. PC: Personal Computer. AmR: acoustic 
micro resonator. 

Fig. 4. Second harmonic signals measured with FGC#1 at different positions using (a) the in-plane QEPAS and (b) the on-beam QEPAS.  

Fig. 5. Signal amplitudes of the in-plane QEPAS as a function of distances from FGCs to the top of the QTF: (a) FGC#1; (b) FGC#2.  
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the signal, Fig. 4 shows the second harmonic signals of the in-plane 
QEPAS and the on-beam QEPAS when measured at different positions 
with FGC#1. 

We fixed the 3D printed part with the QTF on a 3-axis translation 
stage with an accuracy of 0.01 mm and adjusted the 3-axis translation 
stage to gradually move the QTF away from the FGC. The distance L 
from the FGC to the QTF was measured, and data was collected in the 
0.5 mm steps of L. When the acoustic detection module of the in-plane 
QEPAS was used, several experiments showed that the L value for the 
maximum signal was always the same. In order to obtain a more accu-
rate L, we collected data in the 0.1 mm steps when approaching the 
peak. The average value of SNR at each position was recorded. As shown 
in Fig. 5(a), the distance from FGC#1 to the top of the QTF was 8.7 mm 
when the signal amplitude reached the maximum. As shown in Fig. 5(b), 
the distance from FGC#2 to the top of QTF was 8.1 mm when the signal 
amplitude reached the maximum. It was found that the distances from 
the different FGCs to the QTF were different at the maximum signal 
amplitude. Hence, this behavior can be explained by the different beam 
waist of laser. According to the beam waist positions of FGC#1 and 
FGC#2, which were 10.34 mm and 9.53 mm, respectively, the beam 
waist of the laser was all inside the QTF prongs and about h = 1.5 mm 
away from the top of the QTF. At this moment the vibration amplitude of 
the QTF prongs was the largest. When FGC#2 was 10 mm away from 
QTF, the SNR starts dropping since the laser beam diverged and was 
partially blocked by the QTF prongs. 

Similarly, we also compared the results of the on-beam QEPAS 
acoustic detection module. As shown in Fig. 6(a), the signal amplitude 
started to drop significantly after the distance from FGC#1 to the QTF 
exceeded 10.5 mm. While the signal dropped significantly at the dis-
tance of 9.5 mm and 14.5 mm for FGC#2 as shown in Fig. 6(b). This 
behavior was also attributed to the position change of the laser beam 
waist. It can be found that the maximum signal amplitude was obtained 
when the distance from the FGCs to the QTF was less than the beam 
waist position. When L was less than the beam waist position, the closer 
the FGC to QTF, the higher the laser power, making up for the lower 
signal, the standing wave inside the AmR was not significantly reduced, 
so the signal was smooth at this time. However, when FGC#2 was 14.5 
mm away from the QTF, the signal amplitude starts dropping since the 
beam diameter was larger than the gap of the QTF prongs, which 
resulted in the laser beam partially blocking, and thus reduced the SNR. 

4. Conclusions 

The position effect of the laser beam waist in QEPAS was studied in 
this work. At the in-plane QEPAS, the maximum signal amplitude was 
observed when the laser beam waist was inserted from the top of the 
QTF to h = 1.5 mm. By using the on-beam QEPAS, the signal amplitude 

was maximum when the distance from the FGCs to the QTF was smaller 
than the beam waist position. The beam waist position has a significant 
effect on signal amplitude, but not on SNR. Furthermore, we found that 
the QEPAS has high requirements for the incident laser beam, which 
should not be too divergent and the diameter should not be larger than 
the gap of QTF prongs. These experiments contribute to the design and 
assembly of the QEPAS spectrophone and further explores the potential 
of the in-plane QEPAS to facilitate the integration of AmR with it. 
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